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  tone on tone without ammonia and hydrogen peroxide 
NUTRI COLOR CREME is a snapshot for coloring hair with nourishing treatment, which in
just three minutes you can create rich tones and vibrant so sweet and delicate. Makes it
bright and smooth all hair types in a single gesture of color adds to the charm, in fact, the
effectiveness of treatment, leaving hair silky and full of light. 

 The characteristics of NUTRI COLOR CREME are:
• Treatment, color and Nutrition: NUTRI COLOR CREME acts through the AHA fruit acids
rich in moisturizing, softening, nourishing and detangling, without weighing down the hair.
It contains no ammonia or hydrogen peroxide, its pH is acidic (4.5 to 5); work, therefore, in
full respect of the hair. The typical concentration of ionic pigments allows
complete uniformity of color from root to tip. The result of this winning combination of
NUTRI COLOR CREME is therefore an effect of lightness, brightness, softness, easy to
comb and more vibrant color.
• Instant action and long lasting color : COLOR CREME NUTRI the rapidity of treatment
that, in the first minute of application refreshes the color and, in the space of just three
minutes allows you to get the best results, also combines durability and grip color (up to
about 6 shampoos according to the length and porosity of the hair).
• Ease of application: the smooth and creamy texture allows an application and a rinse
very easy and fast, so quickly getting colored hair, docile, bright and easy to comb.
• pleasant fragrance : fresh and fruity fragrances, make NUTRI COLOR CREME a
cosmetic treatment that leaves a pleasant fragrance in the hair.
• Wide range of shades : NUTRI COLOR CREME offers a range of 16 shades. With the
ability to mix the same, you can get new shades, ensuring the client in salon color effects
absolutely fashionable and personalized. 

  Shades  range consists of 16 shades
 box:  dispenser bottle of 250 ml and 24 ml single dose 
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